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SCRATCH GRAND PRIX OFFICIAL RULES AND GUIDELINES 

(These will be updated often) 

 

How to play 

Scratch Grandprix (scr gpx) can be played with either two of four DJs.  A separate mixer and turntable 

must be provided for each participating DJ.  Scr Gpx can be played with DVS systems or vinyl so long as 

the DJs use the exact same scratch sentence resource.  Scr Gpx can be played on traditional turntables 

and mixers, digital media players, or on new portable setups.   

The Break-down 

Scratch Grand Prix is broken down as follows:  DJs compete in a MATCH made up of three 

ROUNDS.  Each ROUND has 10 LAPS and there are two TURNS in each LAP.  For each LAP one 

of the DJs will earn 1 point.  The maximum number of points that a DJ can earn in a ROUND is 

10 (a complete shutout). The DJ who wins 2 out of 3 ROUNDS wins the MATCH.   

Each MATCH starts with a coin toss to determine who will have the starting position (1st 8 

bars/measures).  The DJ who wins the coin toss will also choose the TRACK that the DJs will 

scratch over.  The same TRACK cannot be played consecutively. If the starting DJ wins the first 

ROUND he/she must choose a different TRACK for the second ROUND. 

How to score 

Competing DJs score points by winning a LAP.  For each LAP won they will receive one point for a 

possible total of ten points.  A DJ’s TURN is judged based on three metrics; technicality, musicality, and 

overall flow.   

Technically – the scratch techniques used (i.e. transform, 2 click flare, 3 click flare, tears, boomerang, 

etc) Basically, how hard are the techniques you are using?  Are you accurate with you cuts? 

Musicality – How do you cuts sound music wise?  Do they complement the track?  Are you creative with 

your sample choices?  Do your cuts have dynamic range? (fades, pauses, clever sample choices, word 

play). 

Flow – Are you comfortable with your cuts?  Stage presence and overall presentation?  Do you hesitate 

when it is your turn to cut?   Do you make scratching look easy and effortless and yet still sound good? 

A MATCH is won by the DJ who wins two out of three ROUNDS.   In the event of a TIE in the third 

ROUND a tie breaking ROUND will be played.  The TIE BREAKER ROUND will be played on a pre-

determine track that is not available to be played during the regular ROUNDS.  This track will be 

included in the track pack download though.   
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Referee 

In-order to maintain fairness, a Referee may be in place during an event.  If there is not a designated Ref 

a head judge or show host/lead will be given that responsibility.  In the event of miscalculation of points 

or other discrepancies, the REF will have the final say.  Instant replays may also be possible.   

Forfeiting points 

If you scratch or make a sound outside of your TURN you will automatically FORFEIT your point for that 

LAP.   When the “FIRST CUT, FIRST SERVE” rule is in play, if you use the same sample as the opposing DJ 

you will automatically FORFEIT your point for that LAP.  This includes any partial use of a sample phase.  

For example, if you use just the “I” in the “I know you’re gonna dig this” sample then that constitutes 

that sample having been used so it would no longer be available to the opposing DJ. 

Technical difficulties 

If during a ROUND a technical difficulty occurs be sure to immediately notify the REF who will 

be standing nearby.  If it is due to our provided equipment then a replay of the ROUND will be 

allowed.  If it is due to the contestant’s equipment then finally judgement will be determined by 

the event organizer.  We will strive our best to be fair. 

 

Tracks (maps) 

Scr Gpx is designed to be played on specifically designed TRACKS.  While it is possible to play on loopers, 

you will get the best experience when playing on a sanctioned track.  Scr Gpx tracks incorporate three 

levels that serve the purpose of increasing the difficulty of a ROUND.  In LEVEL ONE each DJ will have 8 

BARS/MEASURES per TURN.   In LEVEL TWO each DJ will have 4 BARS/MEASURES per TURN.   Lastly, in 

LEVEL THREE each DJ will have only 1 BAR/MEARSURE per TURN.   

TRACKs can and will be user submitted and voted on by contestants once the pool of sanctioned 

TRACKS reaches a certain number.   The format, layout, and submittal information will be available on 

the website. 

 

IMAGE USE CONSENT/DISCLAIMER 

As with all DJ competitions, by entering into this tournament you agree to allow The Official DJ Games to 

use your image or likeness in possible promotional materials.   Including, but not limited to, flyers, web 

ads, videos, print ads, etc.    


